AeroPM Paid Intern and Graduate Program

Growing the Next Generation of Defence Industry Consultants
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“To become the best, you should be trained by the best! The AeroPM
Intern and Graduate Programs provide world-class mentoring at your
fingertips!“
Adam Frizell – AeroPM GM

ABOUT US

DEFENCE'S CONSULTANCY OF CHOICE

Who we are
AeroPM is an award-winning and Australianowned professional consulting firm operating
within the Defence Market Sector.

What we do
AeroPM supports Defence to acquire and
sustain the latest technology across a range of
asset classes to be used by the Army, Navy and
Air Force.

How we do it
AeroPM personnel are trained and integrated
into Defence acquisition projects to support the
project management, engineering, logistical,
commercial, and test and evaluation elements
of an acquisition project.

“AeroPM is well placed to support
the growth of Interns and
Graduates through our tailored
mentoring programs".
Emily Frizell - CEO

“A Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) workforce is
critical for Defence capability. AeroPM are proud to be continually
growing the next generation STEM workforce to support the acquisition
of Australian Capability across Defence.“
Emily Frizell – AeroPM
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OUR PAID INTERN PROGRAM
Each year, we recruit students through an Intern Program where you will be paid to learn about the Defence
acquisition process in preparation to work in a team on real projects; turning dreams into reality! Learning
opportunities are limitless, with mentors, site visits and development days available to maximise your experience.
Our programs are set up to allow flexibility for more than just your average summer intern!
Our Intern Program offers a structured learning environment which will expose you to different parts of the AeroPM
Business and Defence Industry. You’ll learn about our wider business, projects and platforms, build connections and
further develop your skills. We’ll offer you the opportunity to grow, be inspired and challenged. Kick-start your
career with us and redefine the future of Defence Industry.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION
As a highly sought-after program, a placement with AeroPM means you can apply your
studies to real-life Defence projects in a professional working environment.

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN
Not your average 12 week summer program!
As well as interesting and real-life work experience throughout the year, we offer Interns
a mentoring and peer-support program. Plus, you will gain insights into how the AeroPM
business operates.

“The AeroPM team are experienced across multiple disciplines within the
AIR, MARITIME, LAND and JOINT Domains of Defence.”
Adam Frizell – AeroPM GM
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OUR PAID GRADUATE PROGRAM
As a boutique consultancy, we are seeking to hire Graduates of the highest calibre. With a team full of expert
industry leaders, at AeroPM you can expect to be engaged on opportunities within significant and complex Defence
acquisition projects.
AeroPM are proud to be able to offer paid work within Defence Industry from a number of perspectives, providing a
great rounding and understanding of both the Government and Private sectors. We are here to maximise your
potential and share our experiences to assist Defence in our pursuit of building a world-leading STEM capable
workforce!

ARE YOU THE ONE?
Right from the start, you’ll have access to professional and personal training and
development opportunities to build technical skills and a designated support network
including a senior mentor within AeroPM to guide and support you.

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM PLAN
A tailor-made experience is available for the right Graduates who are passionate, highly
motivated, driven and have excelled at the highest levels in their university degree.

“We are always on the lookout for high-performing Interns and
Graduates to join our talented team”
Emily Frizell – AeroPM CEO
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DEGREES AND
ELIGIBILITY
Intern and Graduate positions are available across
Engineering, Project Management, Material Logistics
and Commercial roles with us here at AeroPM. Ask us
what role your degree will support and we will help you
shape your future within Defence Industry.

Mandatory Eligibility Requirements
1. You must be an Australian Citizen with the
ability to obtain an Australian Government
security clearance.
2. Possess exceptional verbal and written
communication skills and receive a high standard
of reporting from your Head of School and
referees.
3. On track to receive a grade of 75% or higher
with demonstrated critical thinking skills and the
ability to solve complex problems.

“We are a team of subject matter experts, working across Defence in a
company that highly values each and every
member of our organisation”
Adam Frizell – AeroPM GM

WHERE COULD THIS LEAD?
THE AEROPM TEAM SKILLSETS

The AeroPM team are highly experienced across multiple disciplines within the AIR, MARITIME, LAND and JOINT
Domains of Defence. With Australian Government committing $270 billion in capability investment over the
coming decade, it's an exciting time to be supporting Defence capability!

ENGINEERING

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

TEST AND EVALUATION

MATERIEL LOGISTICS

Providing capability definition,
development and control of
requirements, overview and assurance
of design, manufacturing, maintenance
and modification of products.

Deliver nationally significant projects
that are unparalleled in their size, cost,
timescale, risk profile and level of
technological complexity.

Using evaluation techniques such as
modelling, simulation and live
evaluation, Defence T&E specialists
deliver effective Defence capability
that is safe to operate and performs
as expected

Support Defence throughout the
capability life cycle through careful
planning and delivery of the support
infrastructure for new capability.

COMMERCIAL SERVICES

FIC COORDINATION

CAPABILITY DEFINITION

Support to Defence in its delivery of
Major capability ensuring all elements
that input to the ultimate delivery of
capability are carefully considered and
planned during the acquisition phase.

Ensuring new Defence capability
succeeds through development of
Operational Concept Documents,
Functional and Performance
Specifications and Test and Evaluation
Master Plans.

AIRWORTHINESS AND
CERTIFICATION
Be part of a network of military aviation
experts who develop, approve and
implement regulations and certifications
addressing safety of aircraft operations.

Developing and implementing
practical and innovative commercial
strategies for some of Defence’s most
complex and challenging commercial
activities.

“We will find you a role that you are a true fit for.“
Peter Nugent – AeroPM Head of Capture
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BENEFITS OF OUR INTERN AND
GRADUATE PROGRAM
PROJECTS

NETWORKING

AEROPM IN THE COMMUNITY

You will be exposed to a diverse range of
projects across Engineering, Program
Management, Logistics, Test and Evaluation
and Commercial disciplines within the
Defence Industry.

AeroPM pride ourselves on our internal and
external networks. Join communities of
professionals from different disciplines to
broaden your thinking and expand your
knowledge base.

We strive to maintain a strong corporate
social presence. AeroPM are involved with
numerous charities and foundations and the
team are encouraged to participate and
show support.

INNOVATION

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

The AeroPM team are continually innovating
and introducing new and evolving ideas. At
the forefront of business development is
improving efficiency, effectiveness and
competitiveness.

You will be given opportunities to
pursue further qualification and
training suited your area of interest. We
want you to explore your passions and
interests.

AeroPM is committed to providing an
innovative, motivating, safe and
fair environment where each member of
our team is encouraged and provided with
every opportunity to succeed.

OUR TEAM

HIGHLY QUALIFIED SUBJECT EXPERTS

Veterans
AeroPM places a key focus on recruitment of
highly skilled and experienced Veterans. Over
80% of the AeroPM workforce has served in
Defence, across Air Force, Army and Navy.

Mentors
Combined, AeroPM has over 1000 years of
uniformed Defence experience across our
workforce who you will have access to as
mentors to support you learn and grow.

APS and Industry
Another strength to our workforce is the vast
experience across previous employment
within the APS and Defence Industry on
Defence acquisition programs.

“AeroPM understands what support
requirements you need to grow into the
professional that you want to be.“
Emily Frizell - CEO

OUR CULTURE

AN AMAZING AND SUPPORTED TEAM

At AeroPM, we believe that our people are our most
important asset. We strive to develop an internal
organisational culture where the focus is on our
employees. The AeroPM culture strives to ensure that
our employees are:
•

Supported through the recruitment process

•

Mentored within their new roles at AeroPM

•

Challenged in their employment

•

Involved in company activities

•

Paid well in recognition of their expertise

•

Appreciated for their contribution

•

Valued for their efforts

•

Empowered to succeed

•

Trusted to deliver

•

Provided employment options to suit
professional and personal lifestyles

SKILL LEVELS

WHAT SKILL LEVELS ARE WE SEEKING?

AeroPM are members of a number of Service-Provider Panels across Defence and wider Government. Whilst the
skill levels across these panels differ, we predominately categorise our workforce into the skill sets governed by the
Defence Support Services Panel (DSS-Panel) as identified below. As an intern or graduate, we will prepare you for
growth across the skill levels from Graduate all the way through to Level 4 - Expert.

Level 1
- Graduate • Degree Qualified
• Client-facing work
placements
• Provision of Mentoring
and Coaching
• Introduction to complex
Defence Programs
• Growth and training
opportunities

Level 2
- Practitioner -

Level 3
- Advanced -

Level 4
- Expert -

• Between 3 to 8 years
practical work
experience post
completion of degree in
your field of expertise

• Between 8 to 12 years
practical work
experience post
completion of degree in
your field of expertise

• Greater than 12 years
practical work
experience post
completion of degree in
your field of expertise

• Have supported complex
Defence Programs

• Have managed complex
Defence Programs

• Permanent or Fixed-term
employment options

• Permanent or Fixed-term
employment options

• Have managed multiple
complex Defence
Programs

• Growth and training
opportunities

• Growth and training
opportunities

• Permanent or Fixed-term
employment options
• Growth and training
opportunities

EMPLOYEE VALUE PROPOSITION
WHAT WE OFFER YOU AS AN EMPLOYEE

WORK THAT
PAYS WELL!

WORK YOU ARE
WORK YOU ARE
GOOD AT!
PASSIONATE ABOUT!

A small company culture
Masterclass training
to develop
consulting skills

MJ Bale Corporate
Discount

Feedback to
support
professional growth

Flexible Workplace
Arrangements

Recognition for your efforts

Reach back to
subject matter
experts

Anniversary Reward
Program

Learning together
program support
each other

Employee Referral
Program

Access to training
funds to further
individual skills

Annual Flu
Vaccination

Professional
Guidance Program to
develop and enhance
skills

Social Activities and
Family Functions

Navy Health
Agreement

OUR DIFFERENTIATORS
WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT TO OTHER DEFENCE SME’S

PROFESSIONALISATION
AeroPM maintain an Industry leading
professionalisation program

CSR

AeroPM maintains an active
corporate social responsibility
program within the community

CULTURE

AeroPM maintains a strong
culture through provision
of a wide range of
company activities to
choose

MENTOR & COACH
The AeroPM workforce support and grow those
around them including Defence Members, APS
or consultants from other companies

OUR DIFFERENTIATORS
WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT TO OTHER DEFENCE SME’S

CLIENT SUPPORT
Regular check-ins to ensure employees
are on track and supported

GREAT
FIT

BRICKS &
MORTAR

AeroPM only put forward talent
who are highly suitable and the
best fit for each role

AeroPM is not a shelf
company, we are not a
contract pass-through
entity, and we are not a
payroll company

GRAD PROGRAM
AeroPM has developed a Graduate
Program to support future growth within
the Industry

Certified Professionals
Here at AeroPM, our skills and experience are underpinned by graduate and post
graduate qualifications from some of Australia’s leading universities, as well as
certifications recognised at multiple-levels by Australia’s leading industry bodies. Let
us help you professionalise and achieve these certifications here at AeroPM.

ENGINEERS AUSTRALIA

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Our team of chartered Engineering
Fellows and Chartered Professional
Engineers are industry leaders in
Defence engineering.

Our Professional Certified Project
Managers are equipped to meet
the challenging needs of an everevolving, dynamic project
landscape.

BUSINESS AND STRATEGY
Our AICD graduates are grounded
in effective decision-making in
business and strategy, as well as
putting lessons into practice.

INDUSTRY RECOGNITION
AWARD WINNING DEFENCE LEADERS

INDUSTRY RECOGNITION
AWARD WINNING DEFENCE LEADERS

Akin to the traits of a hummingbird, AeroPM personnel provide Defence projects
stability in high-paced and complex environments. Our people integrate relevant
experience and technical expertise to provide exemplary customer-focused
professional services across a program’s lifecycle

APPLICATION PROCESS
WHAT DOES OUR RECRUITMENT PROCESS ENTAIL?

AeroPM seeks passionate, high-calibre Interns and Graduates to provide exemplary customer-focused professional
services across our clients capability lifecycle. We have harnessed our application process to ensure a successful
applicant receives a letter of offer within 10 days of applying. Our application process is identified below and open
all year round:

Small company culture
that is fit for purpose for
a high performing team

APPLY NOW
WHERE TO FROM HERE?

OUR ADDRESS
2/40 Blackall Street
Barton, ACT 2600

OUR EMAIL

contact@aeropm.net

OUR PHONE

OUR WEBSITE

+61 2 5100 7594

www.aeropm.net

Head to the Employment page on our website and fill out an application form!
www.aeropm.net/employment

